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On this website, you can find the complete menu of WA Chinese Cafe & Restaurant from Albany. Currently, there
are 15 courses and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about WA Chinese Cafe & Restaurant:
After many years, this has become our new favourite Local for Chinese food, dine in or takeaway.Serving sizes
are generous and quite a lot of variety. They have a lunchtime special that is worth checking out too. We have
found them spot on with their heat (spicy) temperatures, so if you want hot, hot...that's what you'll get :) read

more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological
limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User

doesn't like about WA Chinese Cafe & Restaurant:
Thwe food is terrible and bad taste.so disappoint wont come again.please improve well .The sweet corn crab

soup eggs is more than crab meat.crab meat just very few.The fried keow teaw i ask for no chicken but just give
me little vegetable and little eggs it should be more indegrediant as instead of chicken like more eggs or few

prawn.The taste of fried keow teaw is really bad.The sweet sour pork is not original sweet... read more. Crispy
pizza is baked hot from the oven at WA Chinese Cafe & Restaurant in Albany using a traditional method, there

are also tasty vegetarian recipes in the menu. Even the versatile, scrumptious Chinese cuisine is very
popular among guests, Furthermore, the visitors love the inventive combination of different menus with new and

partially experimental products - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
SATAY

Sashim�
SQUID

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

P�z�
SPICY

PIZZA SPECIAL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SWEET AND SOUR PORK

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN

HONEY

RICE
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